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Vigitron and PCSC Form a Worldwide Access Control Partnership
Torrance, CA; San Diego, CA October, 2015 – PCSC, a provider of state of the art access control
systems, and Vigitron, Inc., a global leader in analog and IP infrastructure transmission solutions, have
announced the expansion of their relationship to form a world-wide partnership. Under this agreement,
Vigitron will provide infrastructure equipment for PCSC’s growing line of IP/PoE based Access Control
products, as well as, service, training, and technology sharing.
“Our mutual partnership is a clear indication of the rapid expansion of access control systems using IP
and PoE,” stated Neil Heller, Vigitron’s Vice President of Business Development. “This agreement will
assure PCSC customers have reliable and cost effective infrastructures designed specifically for their
applications and backed by the industry’s longest warranty. In return, PCSC’s long standing and deep
knowledge of the access control market and technology is providing Vigitron the ability to expand its
product lines and knowledge base. This partnership mutually benefits both companies and our
customers.”
“We’re excited to further strengthen our business relationship. The continued convergence of the IP/IT
world with physical security demands integrated solutions. We recognize this need, and have been at the
forefront of offering IP based security products to those professionals,” said Mas Kosaka, President and
CEO of PCSC. “We have found Vigitron’s PoE devices complement our IP based access control
solutions, strengthening our Fault Tolerant architecture offering. Enabling power and communication to all
LAN devices, whether it is video or entry point hardware is advantageous. Leveraging IP/IT infrastructure
means eliminating the need for local power, this consolidates and saves labor costs and reduces install
time, all while being more scalable.”
About PCSC Security- Headquartered in Torrance, California, PCSC is a designer and manufacturer of
quality access control solutions. From integrated hardware to sophisticated access control management
software, including: door entry access, video badging, CCTV control, elevator control, alarm graphics,
perimeter, pipeline and underwater detection systems, and video event recording. With a full-line of wired
and wireless intelligent controllers, Fault Tolerant systems and multiple card reader technologies to
choose from. For more information, please visit PCSC website at www.pcscsecurity.com.
About Vigitron, Inc. - Vigitron is a global leading manufacturer of analog and IP transmission solutions
based in the USA with over 20 years of experience. Our products are used in the most demanding
security applications world-wide. Vigitron products are supported by certification testing, IP camera
manufacturer compatibility testing, and the industry’s longest warranty. Vigitron offers free and complete
infrastructure design services, as well as, technical trainings. For more information, please visit our
website at www.vigitron.com or contact us at support@vigitron.com.
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